7. How will coastal storms and flooding affect the property and structures? Will I be allowed to rebuild in the event of a flood or storm that partially or completely destroys the building?

In Rhode Island, tidal flooding, high winds, coastal flood events, hurricanes and other storms can impact property and activity along the shoreline. Severe weather and associated inundation can cause extensive and expensive damage to coastal properties, and, in extreme cases, may debilitate entire communities.

**Storms & Flooding**

Storms are a year-round concern for coastal residents, as tropical storms and hurricanes occur in late summer and early fall while extratropical storms, including nor’easters, occur in mid- to late-fall, winter, and early to mid-spring.

Storms cause coastal erosion and other shoreline changes due to high winds, increased ocean water height, and wave action along the coast. Several factors contribute to a storm’s magnitude and destructive power, including wind speed, wind direction, wave action, and the status of the tide at the time of the storm’s passing.

The *storm surge*, which is an elevation of water beyond the typical tidal range that occurs during storms, can result in flooding when storm winds push the elevated ocean water toward the coastline. The storm surge combined with the normal tidal elevation is the *storm tide*, or the observed level of the ocean during a storm event. The storm surge can cause extensive damage to coastal property and is a serious hazard during coastal storms and hurricanes.

![Storm Surge Diagram](https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/surge/)

**During a storm event like a hurricane, a storm surge forms on top of normal tide levels. The resulting storm tide can cause extensive coastal inundation if winds push the ocean water toward the shoreline. Image source: [www.nhc.noaa.gov/surge/](https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/surge/)**

As a result of climate change, future storm events may produce stronger wave action, larger storm surges, and extreme precipitation, resulting in greater flood impacts and increased coastal erosion. Moreover, climate change is anticipated to cause increased frequency and intensity of storms.

Review the *Rhode Island Hurricane Inundation Maps*[^35] to see how flooding caused by coastal storms and hurricanes may impact the property and the nearby area. Even if the property isn’t in a flood zone, flooding in the surrounding area may damage critical infrastructure or make evacuation routes inaccessible.

[^35]: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Hurricane Inundation Maps: [www.riema.ri.gov/preparedness/evacuation/hurricane_inundation.php](http://www.riema.ri.gov/preparedness/evacuation/hurricane_inundation.php)
Rhode Island’s Big One - The 1938 Hurricane

Similarly to the way in which flood zones are defined by likelihood of a flood event’s occurrence, storms are categorized by magnitude and probability of occurrence during a given time period. A ‘100-year storm event’ has about a 1 in 100 probability of occurring during any given year. The Hurricane of 1938 meets the storm surge and wave height criteria for a 100-year storm, and as such is the “storm of record” for Rhode Island.

The 1938 Hurricane was devastating for Rhode Island as a whole, and was especially destructive for coastal communities along the south shore of the state. The hurricane was particularly impactful because forecasters expected the storm to move away from the New England coast, and coastal residents were not adequately warned about the impending disaster.

Corn Neck Road on Block Island, R.I. (left) was partially destroyed during Sandy, while many private properties were damaged along the south coast of R.I. (right). Though Sandy caused destruction due to high winds and flooding, the storm was not a worst-case scenario for R.I. Below: Destruction in Oakland Beach, Warwick, R.I., following the 1938 Hurricane.
THE 1938 HURRICANE AND HURRICANE SANDY

The 1938 event was a Category 3 Hurricane that coincided with a high tide, and passed just to the west of Rhode Island, causing the region to experience wind speeds of the hurricane’s highest velocity. In contrast, Hurricane Sandy did not hit the state directly, and was technically a Post-tropical Cyclone when it impacted Rhode Island.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1938 Hurricane</th>
<th>Hurricane Sandy (2012)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Winds</td>
<td>Sustained winds of 91 mph with gusts of 121 mph (Block Island, RI)</td>
<td>Sustained winds of 64.4 mph, gusts of 80 - 86 mph (Southern R.I. coast)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sustained winds of 100 mph with gusts of 125 mph (Providence, RI)</td>
<td>Sustained winds of 41.4 mph (Providence, RI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm Surge</td>
<td>Newport storm surge height: 11.6 feet above mean sea level, 9.5 feet higher than normal high tide</td>
<td>South coast storm surge height: 4.4 feet above normal high tide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Providence storm surge height: 15.25 feet above mean sea level, ~13.5 feet higher than normal high tide</td>
<td>Providence storm surge height: 9.4 feet above mean sea level, 4.6 feet above normal high tide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaths</td>
<td>262 direct deaths in Rhode Island</td>
<td>No direct deaths in Rhode Island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damages</td>
<td>Beach communities along south coast devastated, over 2,000 homes destroyed or damaged, extensive flooding along coast</td>
<td>Wind, storm surge and flooding caused damage to public and private property, 624 homes destroyed or damaged in Washington County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estimated cost of damages (in R.I.): $100 million (1938 USD); $1.6 billion (2013 USD)</td>
<td>Estimated cost of damages (in R.I.): as yet undetermined</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While Sandy caused significant damages in Rhode Island, the 1938 Hurricane eclipses the 2012 event in wind speed, height of storm surge, and overall strength. Furthermore, coastal development has reclaimed much of the land area impacted by the ’38 storm, so even more property, assets, and infrastructure will be at risk should a 100-year-storm hit Rhode Island directly.

Hazard Preparedness & Hurricane Evacuation

A storm of the magnitude experienced in 1938 has about a 1 in 100 probability of occurring in a given year, meaning that there is a 30% chance that a coastal structure will be impacted by at least one major storm event over the course of a 30-year mortgage. However, there is always a risk that a significant storm or flooding event will occur, and coastal residents especially should be prepared for a large-scale event.

HAVE A DISASTER PLAN – The R.I. Emergency Management Agency recommends that all Rhode Island residents prepare for disasters by reviewing evacuation zones and routes, instating evacuation plans, and having disaster supply kits (RIEMA Evacuation Information). Additionally, coastal residents should view the Rhode Island Hurricane Inundation Maps and the Rhode Island Hurricane Evacuation Maps in order to anticipate storm-surge related evacuations.

For information about planning for hurricanes and other hazards, consult your municipality’s hazard mitigation plan, the CRMC Hurricane Preparedness Guide, Storm Smart Rhode Island, and the 2014 R.I. Hazard Mitigation Plan.

---

37 RIEMA Evacuation Information: www.riema.ri.gov/preparedness/evacuation/evacuation.php
40 CRMC Hurricane Preparedness Guide: www.crmc.ri.gov/coastalstorms/Hurricane_Prepare_RI.pdf
41 StormSmart Rhode Island: rstormsmart.org
**Know Your Risk** – Consult the flood zone maps, inundation maps, and wind zone map for Rhode Island to understand the property’s susceptibility to coastal storms. If there are existing buildings on the property, structures should be assessed by an inspector or engineer to discover how well they will withstand storm events. For more information about how a structure was built, and whether it has undergone any repairs in the aftermath of storms, owners or potential buyers can contact the municipality’s building official to view permitting records.

**Minimize Your Risk** – Where possible, owners should retrofit or build structures to increase structural resiliency in the face of wind and flood loads. Elevating structures and setting structures back from the coast are recommended practices for minimizing risk. Remember: no method is 100% fail-safe when it comes to protecting coastal property from storm-related damage, but certain measures can lower the structure’s vulnerability to storms.

**During the Storm** – In the event of severe coastal storms or a hurricane, heed the warnings of local or state officials, and evacuate the area if necessary. Personal safety should be the primary concern of residents during hazardous conditions.

**After the Storm** – Coastal structures can sustain damage from high winds, flooding, and storm-carried debris during a storm event. While homeowner’s insurance may cover wind damage, only flood insurance will cover damage caused by flooding. Review your policies to understand what damage will be covered, and to what extent. For more information about insurance and claims, see HURRICANE PREPARATION: Act Now to Make Filing a Claim Easier After the Storm.
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**Will I be allowed to rebuild in the event of a flood or storm that partially or completely destroys the building?**

Repairs and renovations to structures in flood-prone areas are subject to special regulations under the National Flood Insurance Program that require owners to bring structures into compliance with the latest codes for construction in the floodplain. In the event that a structure within the floodplain sustains *substantial damage*, or renovations qualify as *substantial improvements*, that structure must now meet the most recent requirements for new construction in the floodplain.

- **Substantial damage** means damage of any origin sustained by a structure whereby the cost of restoring the structure to its before damaged condition would equal or exceed 50% of the market value of the structure before the damage occurred.

- **Substantial improvement** means any reconstruction, rehabilitation, addition, or other improvement of a structure, the cost of which equals or exceeds 50% of the market value of the structure before the “start of construction” of the improvement. This term includes structures that have incurred “substantial damage,” regardless of the actual repair work performed.

  -NFIP Substantial Improvement/Substantial Damage: Requirements and Definitions (FEMA)

Similarly, all structures that are undergoing substantial improvement within CRMC’s jurisdiction must be brought into compliance with the all CRMC regulations, in addition to requiring standard CRMC permits.

For more information, please see FEMA’s NFIP Substantial Improvement/Substantial Damage: Requirements and Definitions [here](http://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/20130726-1733-25045-8643/p758_ch3_r2.pdf).
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